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Introduction 
Politeness is generally thought of as a positive activity, a way to express kindness, 

consideration, and respect. However this may not always be the case. Through a linguistic 

study of dialogue from Harold Pinter’s screen adaptation of the novel The Servant, by Robin 

Maugham, this paper aims to show how politeness can be used in a hostile way. 

 

The modern notion of politeness has its origins in the codes of behavior observed in royal 

European courts as far back as the sixteenth century. In England, aspects of aristocratic 

behavior seeped into civil society during the early seventeen hundreds. By the end of the 

century “polite style” had become so widespread that failure to conform to it in language left 

one open to social discrimination (Maricic 21). As a signifier of membership in the educated 

classes, politeness came to be used as a means of articulating one’s own status through 

exclusion of others. It thus gained a negative connotation, suggesting not consideration or 

kindness, but a dark sophistication, or “velvet glove,” which concealed an “iron fist” of social 

oppression (Watts 44-45). 

 

The history of the concept of politeness thus reveals that one of the main things politeness has 

done is enforce positions of power. Today, politeness is seen in a more favorable light, but 

traces of its old links to class and power are still discernible in its association in modern 

dictionaries with words like “refinement,” “elegance” and “manners.” In fact, as the corpus 

for this paper demonstrates, enforcing a power position is something politeness is still doing 

quite well in the modern age. 

 

The 1963 film The Servant, based on Pinter’s screenplay, is a film about power, in its most 

fundamental and obsessive expressions. It tells the story of an aristocrat’s manservant who 

wins power over his aristocratic employer by undermining and finally destroying his will 

(http://www.brightlightsfilm.com/48/servant.php). The major part of this coup plays out in the 

dialogue between master and servant, and consists as palpably in the way things are said as in 

what the characters in fact say. 

 

Through the filter of linguistic analysis, this paper aims to produce, in terms of politeness, a 

portrait of the power struggle depicted in the film. That is, it expects to find that expressions 

of politeness in the selected dialogue are dispersed in a pattern that corresponds to a change in 
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the way that power is expressed between master and servant. Such an undertaking requires an 

appropriate theory of politeness 

 

The theory selected for use in this paper is that of Robin T. Lakoff, for whom the significance 

of a given instance of politeness depends upon the speaker’s appraisal of both his/her own 

social rank and the real-world situation, and how or whether s/he wishes to act upon either or 

both (Lakoff, Logic 293). This is accomplished by means of three Rules of Politeness, which 

produce the effects, respectively, of distance (through the condition of formality), deference 

(through the condition of informality), or camaraderie (through the condition of intimacy). 

This paper will try to answer to what degree each of these conditions is present in the 

dialogue, through investigating particular linguistic features which Lakoff defines as 

corresponding to each condition. 

 

Exact findings about the distribution of expressions of the Rules in the corpus will be put 

forward in the Analysis section of this paper, following a presentation and explanation of the 

Rules of Politeness and additional aspects of the theory, under the Theory and Method 

sections. 

 

In general terms however, the thesis put forward in this paper—which regards Pinter’s 

screenplay as naturally divided into two sections—is that the behavior of the servant toward 

his employer will be characterized in the earlier portion by formality/distance, whereas in the 

later portion it will correspond to intimacy/camaraderie. The expressions of politeness issued 

by the master, meanwhile, will show a subtler shift, with an initial combination of informality 

and intimacy (deference and camaraderie) giving way to a combination that is clearly more 

intimate than informal. 

 

1. Theory 
The method selected for use in this paper implements a theory of politeness developed by 

Robin T. Lakoff. It is a theory that views politeness not merely as a collection of best 

practices for getting by in society, but as an inherent part of the activity of speaking. 

Specifically, she judges it to be a feature of pragmatics. 
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A central component of Lakoff’s theory of politeness is Grice’s Cooperative Principle, which 

sees verbal communication as a cooperative activity between interlocutors. Lakoff’s Rules of 

Politeness are positioned as an expansion upon this principle, incorporating it into a broader 

set of pragmatic rules that regulate this collaborative behavior (Maricic 27). 

 

This section will attempt to give a brief description of linguistic pragmatics, followed by an 

outline of the Cooperative Principle developed by Paul Grice, and finally a specification of 

Lakoff’s Politeness Principle. 

 

1.1. Pragmatics 
Pragmatics is the field of study that examines how linguistic structures and the speakers who 

use those structures relate to each other. In contrast to syntactics and semantics, pragmatics 

lets people into the equation, and is concerned more with what people mean by their 

utterances than what those utterances might mean by themselves. This means examining how 

utterances are influenced by context, and how more can be communicated than is actually said 

(Yule 3-4). 

 

Consider the following pair of sentences, in which a listener will only accept the Speaker’s 

sentence (a) if s/he assumes that (b) is also true: 

        (a) The restaurant serves wild Icelandic olives. 

        (b) Wild olives grow in Iceland 

 

Here, the presupposition (Iceland is too cold to be home to wild olives) required for (a) to be 

correctly interpreted as nonsense is one that is shared only by members of a certain group 

(educated people in industrialized nations). The problem is not syntactic or semantic, and yet 

it has a real bearing on the usefulness of (a) as an utterance. It offends pragmatic sense, and 

on that basis can be rejected, in much the same way as the formulation *“Restaurant wild 

serves the olives Icelandic” can be rejected on syntactic grounds. 

 

The above example is rooted in the pragmatic question of how language is affected by shared 

non-linguistic knowledge within a community. However the pragmatic question at the root of 

Lakoff’s theory of politeness is one of cooperation. 
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1.2. Grice’s Cooperative Principle 
Paul Grice argues that all conversationalists are rational individuals whose primary interest is 

the efficient conveying of messages. He regards conversation as an essentially cooperative 

venture, and puts forward his well-known Cooperative Principle: “Make your conversational 

contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or 

direction of talk exchange in which you are engaged” (Grice 26). 

 

To make the Cooperative Principle more precise, Grice established four Rules of 

Conversation: Quantity, Quality, Relevance and Manner, most of which contain underlying 

maxims. These are as follows: 

        Quantity: 

            1. Make your contribution as informative as is required. 

            2. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required. 

        Quality: Try to make your contribution one that is true 

            1. Do not say what you believe to be false 

            2. Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence 

        Relation: Be relevant 

        Manner: Be perspicuous 

            1. Avoid obscurity of expression 

            2. Avoid ambiguity 

            3. Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity) 

            4. Be orderly 

 

Yule gives an illustrative example of what happens when the Cooperative Principle is 

breached: 

There is a woman is sitting on a park bench and a large dog lying on the ground 

in front of the bench. A man comes along and sits down on the bench. 

 

    Man: Does your dog bite? 

    Woman: No. 

    (The man reaches down to pet the dog. The dog bites the man’s hand) 

    Man: Ouch! Hey! You said your dog doesn’t bite. 

    Woman: He doesn’t. But that’s not my dog. (Yule 36) 
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In this situation the woman is obeying the rule of Quality, as she is truthful in what she is 

saying: she does own a dog, and that dog does not bite. However, the man believes that more 

is communicated than is being said. That is, he presupposes that the dog in front of the bench 

is the woman’s dog. The woman has broken the rule of Quantity, by providing less 

information than is necessary for the communication to be successful. 

 

Yule argues that in everyday communication the Rules of Conversation are considered to be 

in operation by default. People expect each other to follow them without their having to be 

explicitly established before every conversation. 

 

1.3. Lakoff’s Politeness Principle 
In examining how linguistic politeness works in conversation, Robin Lakoff notes that the 

pragmatic problems faced by interlocutors are additionally complicated when they involve 

social factors: 

Still more complex cases are those in which the sentence reflects the speaker’s 

attitude toward his social context: more specifically, his assumptions about (1) 

the people he is communicating with: their feelings about him, their rank 

relative to his; (2) the real-world situation in which he is communicating: how 

crucial is the information he seeks to convey? does he seek to convey 

information? how formal is the situation of the speech-act? and (3) his 

decisions, based on (1) and (2) as to the effect he wishes to achieve via his 

communicative act: does he want to reinforce the status distinctions between 

himself (Sp) and the addressee (A)? To obliterate them? [...] Does he want to 

change the real-world situation, or not? No words he actually speaks may be 

directly applicable to these questions; all may be raised, and answered, in a 

discussion, say, about life on Mars; but the questions may nevertheless be 

answered unambiguously [...] What I am saying, then, is that the pragmatic 

content of a speech act should be taken into account in determining its 

acceptability just as its syntactic [and semantic] material generally has been. 

(Lakoff, Logic 293) 
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There are, then, three basic categories of pragmatic behavior involved: assumptions made by 

the speaker about his/her relations with the addressee, the real-world situation in which the 

exchange is taking place, and the question of whether and to what degree the speaker wishes 

to act upon either or both. In the interaction between these factors, Lakoff claims that two 

basic rules are involved: 

        RULES OF PRAGMATIC COMPETENCE 

        1. Be clear 

        2. Be polite (Lakoff, Logic 296) 

 

The first of these rules (Clarity), Lakoff effectively equates with Grice’s Cooperative 

Principle and its constituent Rules of Conversation, described above. Accepting that the Rules 

of Conversation form the basis for the cooperative venture of conversation, Robin Lakoff 

nevertheless observes that “interesting conversation violates these rules at every turn: it is the 

insipid or stiffly formal conversation that hews to them” (Lakoff, Logic 297). Accordingly, 

her second rule of pragmatic competence, “Be polite,” governs how these breaches of the first 

rule are regulated. It follows that, where the two conflict, the second rule (Politeness) 

overrides the first: avoiding offense is a greater concern in conversation than the achievement 

of clarity (Lakoff, Logic 297-298).  

Lakoff examines the potential exception: rare instances when Clarity at first appears to trump 

Politeness, as in the following examples, which are emphatically clear, but unavoidably rude. 

        (a) John, I’m asking you where you’ve put my medication. 

        (b) Once and for all, I’m telling you there will be no interview. 

 

Lakoff concludes that such cases only occur when Politeness has already been used, and has 

been ignored by the addressee (Lakoff, Logic 305). The addressee thus loses his/her 

protection under Politeness, and exposes him/herself to raw Clarity. In other words, if Clarity 

appears to trump Politeness it is only because Politeness has been exhausted. 

 

Thus, Lakoff introduces three sub-rules under Politeness, and relegates Clarity to a position 

under the first of these: 

RULES OF POLITENESS 

1. Don’t impose 

2. Give options 

3. Make the addressee feel good – be friendly (Lakoff, Logic 298). 
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The general aim of politeness, in Lakoff’s view, is to “facilitate interaction by minimizing the 

potential for conflict and confrontation inherent in all human interchange” (Lakoff, Talking 

34). Rather than forming a hierarchy of systems, like the rules of pragmatic competence, 

Lakoff’s rules of politeness describe a range of possible behaviors, all recognized as polite 

under appropriate circumstances. The choice of rule depends on what is called for in the 

specific situation. In a summary and visualization of Lakoff’s Politeness Principle appearing 

in Ibolya Maricic’s book Face in Cyberspace, the author considers the rules in terms of the 

effects they produce. In order of first to last, these effects are described as: distance, deference 

and camaraderie. Each of these effects is in turn connected with one of the following 

conditions: formality, informality and intimacy (Maricic 27). That is, Rule 1 (R1), by 

producing the effect of distance, establishes a condition of formality between speaker and 

addressee. Rule 2 (R2), by producing the effect of deference, results in a condition of 

informality, and Rule 3 (R3), by producing the effect of intimacy, encourages a feeling of 

camaraderie. 

 

Lakoff emphasizes the role that social rank plays in determining the meaning of any one 

expression of a Rule. Consider the following example: 

        Josephine: Please shut the door. 

Here, “please” is a genuinely submissive term only if Josephine really regards herself as either 

subordinate to, or not well acquainted with, her listener. In this case, she means, “I am asking 

a favor of you, since I cannot force you to obey.” However, in the event that Josephine 

considers herself superior to her listener, her use of “please” takes on a different meaning. It 

now says, “I could force you if I wanted to, but I am choosing to be friendly by merely 

asking.” Furthermore, if Josephine and her listener are actually very close friends of many 

years, her use of “please” might be interpreted as deliberately formal and distant. In this case 

her listener might infer a hostile tone in Josephine’s utterance, and begin to fear having 

committed some unknown offense. 

 

In short, the rules of politeness translate into specific expressions of social proximity—

namely distance, deference, and camaraderie. But what any given instance of a rule means is 

likely to depend on the perceptions of the interlocutors as to their existing positions. 
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1.3.1. Rule 1, Don’t Impose 

This rule (R1), creates distance. It requires the speaker to avoid intruding upon the personal 

affairs of others, or at least to ask permission before doing so. Following R1 means 

maintaining an attitude of aloofness from the addressee (Lakoff, Logic 298). 

 

Several linguistic devices may be used to achieve or maintain such aloofness, and are 

described below. Occasions where these devices are employed by a speaker in the selected 

dialogue of The Servant will be regarded, in the analysis section of this paper, as markers of 

R1 in action. 

 

1.3.1.1 Asking Permission 

In situations where an intrusion is unavoidable, R1 obliges the speaker to be seen to first ask 

permission, as in, “May I ask how much you paid for your apartment, Mr. Smith?” Often, 

such requests are merely conventional, since they occur at the same time as the imposition to 

which they relate. What matters is the appearance of having offered an escape, even if, in fact, 

one has not. 

 

1.3.1.2. Passive Voice / Impersonal Expressions 

R1 is also marked by use of the passive voice and impersonal expressions, which tend to 

create a sense of distance between the speaker and the addressee, and therefore are interpreted 

as polite (Lakoff, Logic 299). In the case of impersonal expressions—such as use of the term 

“one” in place of personal pronouns—distance is achieved by avoiding specific reference to 

the subject altogether. 

 

In the case of the passive voice, distance is produced by making the recipient of the action the 

subject of the phrase or clause, rather than the performer. According to Ljung and Ohlander 

this has the effect of suggesting that the theme (receiver of the action) is more important than 

the agent (Ljung and Ohlander 153). In this way, the passive declaration “The following 

preview has been approved by the MPAA” produces an effect of distance between the speaker 

(the MPAA) and the addressee by suggesting that its subject (“the following preview”) is 

more important than its object (the MPAA). Thus the passive formulation is perceived as 

more polite than the direct formulation, “The MPAA has approved the following preview”  
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1.3.1.3. Titles / Honorifics 

As R1 is the most formal of the three rules, it often entails the use of honorifics such as “sir” 

or “ma’m,” or the addressee’s title being used together with a surname. 

 

Internationally famous etiquette specialist Emily Post states that, whereas servants of a 

dignified household are appropriately addressed by their first names (not nicknames), the 

butler is correctly addressed by his last name (Post 97). Titles are not used, except in the case 

of the cook, who, if married, is addressed as “Mrs.” 

 

 

1.3.1.4. Technical Language 

Another requirement of R1 is the avoidance of certain unmentionable words describing for 

instance sex, waste, or financial hardship. These unmentionables are culturally related, and 

Lakoff refers to Western cultures, where taboo subjects, when unavoidable, are formally 

addressed by using technical vocabulary (copulation, urination, etc.) that cancels their 

emotional impact (Lakoff, Logic 299). 

 

1.3.1.5. Clarity 

Also under R1 is Lakoff’s other Rule of Pragmatic Competence, “Be clear,” which, as has 

been established, corresponds to Grice’s Rules of Conversation—Quantity (say what you 

need to, no more), Quality (be truthful), Relation (be relevant), and Manner (be brief, orderly, 

unambiguous, perspicuous). 

 

As has been established, Lakoff regards the first rule of pragmatic competence (Clarity) as 

subordinate to the second (Politeness), and capable of standing alone only when Politeness 

has already proven futile. More commonly, Clarity—which Lakoff classifies as a subcase of 

R1—operates in the background, being simply the standard agreement that enables rational 

discourse. It forms the fundamental layer of formality necessary for rational conversation to 

occur, and as a rule of politeness, is most noticeable when absent. That is, since Grice’s 

maxims are adhered to by default, violations of Clarity are more easily identified than 

affirmations. 

 

However, it is not within the scope of this paper’s objectives to examine breaches of the Rules 

of Politeness in the selected text. Consequently no quantification of instances of the 
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Cooperative Principle will occur in the Analysis. Nevertheless, certain parts of Rules 2 and 3, 

which are explained below, exist precisely to mitigate the consequences of breaches of the 

Cooperative Principle. Examining these rules in action will thus also provide a view of how 

the maxims under Clarity operate. 

 

1.3.2. Rule 2, Give Options 

Rule 2 (R2) is about deference. It aims to empower the addressee—to let him/her make the 

decisions. It sometimes functions together with R1, and sometimes alone, where R1 is 

unsuitable. 

 

1.3.2.1. Hedges 

Hedges are particles whose function is to suggest uncertainty on the speaker’s part, often in 

spite of the speaker’s actual confidence in his/her answer. This helps to avoid giving offense 

by appearing to leave the decision up to the addressee (Lakoff, Logic 300). Hedges are often 

adjectives or adverbs, but can also consist of clauses. 

 

Three main types of hedges will be quantified in the Analysis as instances affirming the 

informality of R2: ones that announce breaches of the maxims, ones that yield authority to the 

addressee, and ones that reveal information about the speaker’s feelings. These are further 

explained in the sections to follow. 

 

1.3.2.1.1. Hedges That Announce a Breach of Clarity 

When possible breaches of the Cooperative Principle have occurred, or seem likely to occur, 

the polite speaker will announce them. The act of giving notice that one is about to break, or 

may have just broken, one or more of Grice’s Rules of Conversation constitutes a hedge (Yule 

37-38). Consider the following examples: 

        (a) The pay at his new job was better, I suppose. 

        (b) As you can imagine, seeing the spider nearly gave me a heart attack. 

        (c) Incidentally, was Howard at the rink? 

        (d) All I know is, I heard laughter. 

 

The speaker in (a) cannot be completely certain that the pay was better at the new position, 

and by adding the adverbial “I suppose,” acknowledges the risk that s/he has violated Quality. 

Similarly, the speaker in (b), if s/he has failed to mention that she is arachnophobic, is at risk 
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of violating Quantity, and therefore prefaces her statement with the phrase “as you can 

imagine.” In (c) the speaker guards against a breach of Relation by explicitly recognizing that 

s/he is departing from the topic of discussion, while the speaker in (d) concedes the 

approaching risk to Manner by admitting the limited scope of his/her knowledge. 

 

These examples not only show that the speakers are aware of the Rules of Conversation, but 

also that they wish to be seen to be aware of them. Yule claims that such forms imply a desire 

on the part of speakers to be regarded by their listeners as cooperative partners in conversation 

(Yule 39). 

 

1.3.2.1.2. Hedges That Give Authority to the Addressee 

Some hedges have the effect of easing the impact of an assertion by signaling deference to the 

authority of the addressee. To the extent that such hedges refrain from imposing on the 

addressee, they may occur in combination with R1. 

 

A sentence like, “Perhaps it’s time to order” makes a point of recognizing that the addressee 

may disagree, and suggests that the addressee’s opinion is the decisive one. It also refrains 

from intruding on the addressee’s private affairs, and is thus not out of place in a formal 

context. By contrast, the utterance, “You’ve been happily married for some time, I suppose?” 

does constitute a personal intrusion, and is thus emphatically informal. 

 

Although hedges like these may technically also constitute announcements of possible 

breaches of one of the maxims under Clarity, this is only superficially the case. A closer look 

reveals that in fact no breach of Clarity is necessarily expected, and that the granting of 

authority, not the announcement of a breach, is the primary goal of such a hedge. 

 

1.3.2.1.3. Hedges That Reveal the Speaker’s Feelings 

Certain hedges may also have the quality, not of accounting for an approaching violation of 

R1, but of clearly violating R1 themselves, by obliging the addressee to take the speaker’s 

feelings into account. Such hedges refer to the speaker’s emotions by implying that s/he is not 

entirely committed to what s/he is asserting (Lakoff, Logic 299-300). For instance, a sentence 

like “Sarah Palin is kind of ignorant” would not be used in The Wall Street Journal, which 

uses R1 almost exclusively. However, a person in conversation, whose true feeling might be 
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stated as “Sarah Palin is dangerously ignorant” might rephrase, and say “Sarah Palin is kind 

of ignorant,” to avoid social unpleasantness (Lakoff, Logic 300). 

 

1.3.2.2. Euphemisms 

Similar to the requirement of R1 to replace unmentionable words with technical terms, is the 

use of euphemisms under R2. Euphemisms acknowledge that the topic in question is 

forbidden, but they remove the disagreeable aspect in a different way: by allowing the 

addressee to interpret it as something else. Although this measure is dishonest, since the 

addressee cannot really avoid the underlying meaning, it does at least pretend to offer him/her 

a different option, thus recognizing an obligation to do so. 

 

For instance, a woman politely excuses herself to “powder her nose” with the expectation that 

her polite listener(s) will mentally engage her in the pretense that she is leaving to powder her 

nose, even though it is understood that she will really be engaging in toilet functions. 

 

1.3.3. Rule 3, Make the Addressee Feel Good – Be Friendly 

Rule 3 (R3) fosters closeness through camaraderie. Its main purpose is to make the addressee 

feel good by creating a feeling of familiarity, and implying friendship. Such friendship may 

correspond to actual feelings, or may be completely false. What matters is the sense of 

nearness in terms of status or sentiment that R3 produces. When R3 is applicable it takes 

precedence over the other rules. 

 

According to Lakoff, R3 “produces a sense of equality between Sp[eaker] and A[ddressee] 

and (providing Sp is actually equal to or better than A) this makes A feel good” (Lakoff, 

Logic 301). It is worth noting that the converse is also true: if the speaker is perceived by the 

addressee as being of lower rank, the use of R3 will be regarded as offensive. 

 

R1 and R2 may sometimes coexist. However R1 and R3 generally contradict one another, and 

can only govern the same sentence under artificial and unlikely circumstances. Lakoff states: 

“if [R1 and R3] coexist in the same conversation, we must assume that, for any of various 

extralinguistic reasons, the participants are, really or conventionally, shifting their 

relationships with each other” (Lakoff, Logic 301). Such a shift in relationships is precisely 

the phenomenon at the heart of The Servant, as the analysis will examine. 
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There are several ways in which R3 announces itself. These features, as described in the 

following paragraphs, will be examined and quantified in the analysis as instances of R3 in 

action. 

 

1.3.3.1. First Person Names / Nicknames / Terms of Endearment 

R3 is the rule which produces the singular form of the word “you” in languages that use the 

plural pronoun as an honorific. In French, for example, R3 produces “tu” in place of “vous.” 

In English, interlocutors in a R3 exchange are likely to speak on a first name or even 

nickname basis, and to make use of terms of endearment or familiarity, such as “darling,” or 

“mate” (Lakoff, Logic 301). 

 

1.3.3.2. Colloquialisms / Jargon / Slang / Simple Forms of Taboo Words 

R3 also admits use of slang and colloquial speech forms, as well as the plain forms of words 

that are otherwise unmentionable or taboo (Lakoff, Logic 302). As parts of familiar everyday 

speech, such forms may be used to stress or amplify what the speaker is saying, and often 

contain clues as to the interlocutors’ locality, class, or profession. Much of what is considered 

vulgar or expletive speech falls into this category. Following are some examples of British 

colloquial slang (http://www.peevish.co.uk/slang/a.htm). 

As right as rain  Phrs. Satisfactory, comfortable, well. 

Bleeding  Adv. Used as an intensive. For example: “That 

bleeding idiot from next door is drunk again.” 

Dead Adv. Very, extremely. For example: “Our holiday 

was dead good.” 

Wanker  Noun. 1. A masturbator. 

             2. A contemptible person. 

             3. An idiot, an incompetent person. 

 

1.3.3.3. Particles That Indicate the Speaker’s Feelings 

Use of particles that encourage active participation by the addressee, by expressing how the 

speaker feels about what s/he is saying, is also a feature of R3. Particles like “really,” “like,” 

“you see,” etc., have no real denotative content, but their use suggests that what the speaker is 

saying is only his/her own take on the issue, and invites the addressee to contribute with 

his/her own opinion or feelings. In this sense, such particles may also be seen as giving 

options (Lakoff, Logic 301-2). 
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1.3.3.4. Compliments 

Compliments, being impositions, also fall under the jurisdiction of R3, according to Lakoff 

(Lakoff, Logic 302). To compliment someone on their appearance, for instance, intrudes, by 

requiring them to engage with another’s opinion of their visual attractiveness. Similarly, to 

accept a compliment on one’s behavior or intelligence is to acknowledge that the speaker’s 

approval affects one’s own feelings in a meaningful way. In the following example, Christine 

thanks Oliver for his praise, suggesting that his praise, and thus his opinion, is meaningful to 

her. 

        Oliver: You did a wonderful job in the meeting, Christine. 

        Christine: Thank you. 

 

To briefly summarize this section, there are, according to Lakoff, three different kinds of 

politeness, each featuring particular linguistic devices. R1—whose devices include asking 

permission to impose, use of the passive voice, use of titles, and technical language—is not 

more polite than R2 and R3, merely more formal. It is the circumstances and social factors of 

a given exchange that determine which rule of politeness is used. 

 

R2 governs hedges and euphemisms, and can sometimes coexist with R1. Conversely, R3—

which includes first person names, colloquialisms, particles that reveal the Speaker’s feelings, 

and compliments—does not appear together with R1 and R2, except under artificial 

circumstances, or as a result of a dramatic shift in the positions of the speakers. When R3 is in 

play it takes precedence over the other rules. 

 

2. Material 
The material selected for this investigation is the screenplay for the film The Servant, by 

Harold Pinter, based on the 1948 novel by Robin Maugham. The film, first presented in 1963 

by Elstree Distributors Ltd, was directed by Joseph Losey, and features Dirk Bogarde in the 

role of Hugo Barrett, manservant to an aristocratic bachelor named Tony, played by James 

Fox. 

 

The screenplay is enacted in and around London, mostly in a well-appointed South 

Kensington townhouse newly purchased by Tony, who has just come into his inheritance. It 
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begins with Barrett arriving at the house on a crisp October day, and finding Tony asleep in a 

deck-chair. Tony is roused, the two are introduced, and Tony tells Barrett about the duties he 

needs performed around the house. Tony and Barrett develop a comfortable master/servant 

relationship, to the profound irritation of Tony’s fiancée Susan Stewart (played by Wendy 

Craig). Barrett is subtly defiant of Susan, while smothering Tony with attention, and is soon 

driving a wedge between them. 

 

Barrett persuades Tony to hire a live-in maid, Vera, whom he presents as his sister, and whom 

he confidentially encourages to seduce Tony. When Barrett leaves town for a day, supposedly 

to visit his ill mother, Vera consummates her seduction of Tony, and the trap is set. 

Eventually the physical nature of Barrett and Vera’s relationship is revealed when Tony and 

Susan arrive home early from a weekend in the country. But the tables are turned when 

Barrett exposes Tony’s own affair with Vera, being sure that it is also made clear to Susan. 

 

Vera and Barrett are fired, and Susan leaves. Weeks go by, and Tony is aimless, broken, 

drinking heavily. When Tony encounters Barrett some time later in a bar, Barrett is somehow 

different. He begs for a second chance, and Tony takes him back. A change has occurred, 

however. Tony’s decline continues on its downward track, whereas Barrett’s rise to a position 

of control is just gaining momentum. 

 

Throughout the play, aristocrat Tony is referred to as “sir” by his servant. Pinter has chosen to 

have no one in the screenplay refer to Tony by his last name, thus it is unknown. Meanwhile, 

Tony, following traditional British standards, refers to his servant only by his surname. 

 

Regarded from a perspective of a power shift, Pinter’s screenplay seems to fall into two 

sections. The period of Tony’s indolence, immediately after Barrett and Vera are sacked, 

separates the first section of the screenplay, in which Tony occupies the traditionally superior 

position, from the second, in which Barrett dominates. In practical terms, this “before” period 

reaches from the beginning of the screenplay until page 44, with the last paragraph of page 44 

initiating the “after” period. 

 

The Analysis part of this investigation will regard these “before” and “after” periods as the 

separate areas of focus for a comparison/contrast examination. The precise corpus for 

investigation consists of the complete dialogue between Tony and Barrett. 
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Transformation of power positions in Pinter’s screenplay is limited to the leading roles of 

Tony and Barrett. Thus, the supporting roles of Vera and Susan do not constitute relevant 

corpus for an investigation of changing expressions of politeness as evidence of shifting 

power positions. Consequently the precise corpus for investigation here consists only of the 

complete dialogue between Tony and Barrett. In total, the selected dialogue comprises 3202 

words, of which 1318 words are spoken by Tony, and 1884 words are Barrett’s. 

 

3. Method 
The method of investigation of the corpus consists of an implementation of Robin Lakoff’s 

Rules of Politeness. Linguistic features classified by Lakoff as indicating that one or more of 

her rules are in operation will be identified in the exchange between Tony and Barrett, and 

categorized under formality (distance), informality (deference), or intimacy (camaraderie) in 

accompanying tables. 

 

Below is a summary of Lakoff’s rules, and the linguistic features belonging to each rule. As 

the play consists of two parts, the Analysis will be divided into two sections—“before” and 

“after”—with each of these linguistic features being quantified and categorized for both 

sections. Where appropriate, samples will be presented for further explanation and 

illustration. A complete list of all instances of every linguistic feature can be found in the 

Appendix.  

 

As explained under R1, 1.3.1.5., Clarity is mainly discernible when absent. This paper is 

concerned with affirmative cases of the rules, thus Clarity will not be examined under R1. 

However, its absence will be investigated under R2, “Hedges that announce a breach of 

Clarity.” 

 

Under R1, Don’t impose, the following features will be investigated: 

A. Asking permission to impose on the addressee 

B. Passive voice / impersonal expressions 

C. Use of titles/honorifics 

D. Use of technical terms 
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Under R2, Give Options, the following linguistic features will be investigated: 

A. Hedges that announce a breach of Clarity 

B. Hedges that give authority to the addressee 

C. Hedges that reveal the speaker’s feelings 

D. Euphemisms 

 

Under R3, Make the addressee feel good - be friendly, the following linguistic features will be 

investigated: 

A. First person names / nicknames / terms of endearment 

B. Colloquialisms / jargon / slang / simple forms of taboo words 

C. Particles that indicate the speaker’s feelings and invite the addressee to participate 

D. Compliments  

 

4. Analysis 
As described above, this analysis is divided into two sections—“before” and “after”—which 

correspond to Tony and Barrett’s respective periods of dominance in the course of the 

screenplay. With the aid of tables, each section will address the number of actual occurrences 

of the linguistic features of each of the rules in the relevant portion of the screenplay. The 

degree to which the results show either or both of the protagonists expressing formality, 

informality or intimacy will be discussed and, where appropriate, complemented with 

examples of specific instances. 

 

4.1. The Before Section 
This section will examine first Tony’s use of R1 and then Barrett’s, followed by examinations 

of R2 and R3 in the same order. 
 

As shown in table 1, below, the “before” section shows Barrett making far more frequent use 

of R1 than Tony. 
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Table 1, Use of R1 in the Before Section 

Rule 1. Don’t Impose Number of 

ccurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

A. Asking permission to impose 0 6 

B. Passive voice / impersonal expressions   1 1 

C. Use of titles/honorifics 0 69 

D. Use of technical terms 0 0 

Total: 1 76 

 

Observing contemporary tradition in upper-class British households, Tony is not bound to use 

a formal style with his servant, but may refer to him simply by his last name. Table 1 

indicates that this is precisely what occurs here. At no time does Tony make use of the 

formulation “Mr. Barrett.” Moreover, with only one exception, Tony invokes none of the 

devices under R1 during the “before” period. The single exception is Tony’s use of the 

impersonal contraction “let’s” in his indirect imperative, “Barrett let’s have a drink,” The 

“us” portion of “let’s” does not include Barrett, but refers instead to Tony and his fiancée, 

Susan, thus qualifying it as an impersonal form. Why Tony chooses this formulation is 

unclear. But the seeming conflict of the impersonal contraction with the preceding proper 

name, suggests it may be an attempt by Tony to reconcile his conflicting allegiances between 

Barrett and Susan. 

 

By contrast, Barrett maintains a very high level of formality when addressing Tony 

throughout the “before” period. As indicated by table 1, Barrett asks permission before 

imposing a total of six times. Furthermore, his impositions are often minor ones, such as the 

imposition of introducing his “sister” Vera, which he prefaces with the request, “Oh . . . might 

I introduce my sister to you, sir?” Likewise, when replying to the question of whether he can 

cook, Barrett says, “Well it’s . . . if I might put it to you this way, sir, cooking is something in 

which I take a great deal of pride.” Whether it is the imposition of having to be introduced to 

Vera, or the intrusion of recognizing Barrett’s pride in his work, Tony’s permission is 

faithfully requested, and the formality of R1 is maintained. 

 

The second category under R1 is invoked once by Barrett, and is a case of the passive voice. 

Barrett asks “You will ring, sir, when you’d like dinner served,”—an abbreviated form of 

“...when you’d like dinner to be served by me.” This produces the effect of distance between 
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Barrett and his employer by suggesting that the subject (dinner) is more important than the 

object (Barrett). 

 

As table 1 also shows, Barrett makes liberal use of titles during the first part of the screenplay. 

All 69 occurrences displayed in the table are of the honorific “sir,” which is perfectly in line 

with R1. 

 

Table 2 shows Tony’s use of R2 in the “before” section as pronounced, while Barrett’s 

amounts only to a fraction of his R1 use. 

 
Table 2, Use of R2 in the Before Section 

Rule 2. Give Options Number of 

occurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

A. Hedges that announce a breach of 

Clarity 

4 2 

B. Hedges that give authority to the 

addressee 

6 5 

C. Hedges that reveal the speaker’s 

feelings 

4 3 

D. Euphemisms 2 1 

Total: 16 11 

 

In contrast to his single use of R1, Tony invokes R2 a great deal during the “before” portion 

of the screenplay, adding up to a total of 16 occurrences, as shown in Table 2, below. This 

demonstrates a strong preference for an informal style over a formal one. 

 

Hedges announcing, or recovering from, potential breeches of Clarity, are used four times by 

Tony. An instance of such a hedge occurs during the first meeting of Tony and Barrett. Tony 

says, “I’ve seen one or two chaps already but they didn’t seem very suitable to me somehow.” 

Here, use of the particle “somehow” announces that Tony may not be providing enough 

information, and is in danger of violating Quantity. If neither of the other “chaps” were 

suitable, the addressee might have liked to receive further information about which qualities 

they lacked. 
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The second type of hedge—one that appears to grant authority to the addressee—is the one 

Tony uses most frequently of the three categories of hedges. In one of these instances Tony 

tells Barrett, “I like the changes you’ve been making in the house. You’ve been enjoying 

yourself, haven’t you?” The statement takes the form of a question, but it is an empty one: 

Barrett is not really at liberty to answer in the negative. Tony is only making a show of giving 

the authority to Barrett, which has the effect of creating deference through giving options, and 

cultivates an informal atmosphere between them. This may be seen when the particle is 

removed, as in the variation, “I see you’ve been enjoying yourself,” which gives no options, 

and also does not communicate an informal tone. 

 

Another instance of such a hedge occurs as Barrett and Tony discuss the fact that Vera had 

appeared unwell on the previous evening. Tony’s use of “then” creates a question out of 

“Little Vera wasn’t very well then?” But again the question is not a genuine inquiry, since 

Vera must already have explained her condition to Tony at some point during the intervening 

day. And once again, the purpose of the hedge is to cultivate informality. 

 

An example of the third kind of hedge, which reveals the speaker’s feelings, is found early in 

the screenplay when Tony states, “I’m just back from Africa. I’m quite liking it.” In true 

British style, Tony makes use of understatement to express intensity in his use of the particle 

“quite.” By obliging Barrett to take account of his feelings he is in breach of R1, but breaking 

R1 may be part of his intention. In any case, by volunteering information about his feelings, 

Tony strikes an informal tone, and signals deference. 

 

Tony invokes the fourth category of R2, Euphemisms, only twice in the first part of the play. 

One of these euphemisms—the term “[not] very well”—replaces the description of sickness 

in his statement, “little Vera wasn’t very well then?” Tony’s second euphemism, also 

concerning Vera’s illness, appears during the same conversation. When Barrett expresses 

concern that Vera has not cleaned up the kitchen, Tony remarks, “Still under the weather, I 

suppose,” thus avoiding actual mention of illness. 

 

In the case of Barrett, table 2 shows him making use of hedges a total of 11 times in the 

course of the “before” section of the screenplay. The category of hedges that announce, or 

recover from, a possible breach of Clarity, are used twice by Barrett during this period. In one 

such instance Barrett, asking whether he and Vera may take the night off to visit their ill 
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mother, refers to his mother, stating, “Apparently she’s been asking for us. It might be 

dangerous.” Since Barrett cannot know for sure that his mother has been asking for them—he 

has not heard her say the words—he needs to preface this statement with a hedge in order to 

give notice of the possible breach of Quality. 

 

On the whole, Barrett uses the second category most frequently. Like the previous category, 

this one, which gives authority to the addressee, may occur in combination with R1, since it 

refrains from imposing on the addressee. Thus it is acceptable for use by Barrett, who so far 

seems to be conducting himself very formally. 

 

The first time Barrett uses this kind of hedge is early in the screenplay. Susan is over, and 

Barrett has accidentally walked in on them just as they were beginning a roll on a bear-skin 

rug on the drawing-room floor. Susan leaves in frustration, and Tony asks Barrett for an 

aspirin. Barrett’s reply, “Yes, sir. I expect you caught a bit of a chill the other day in the rain, 

sir,” is a clear case of a hedge that leaves the decision with the addressee, while not imposing 

with an expression of personal feeling. Another example of Barrett’s use of such a hedge 

occurs several days later, as Barrett is serving Tony dinner. Tony has engaged Barrett in 

informal banter. After a positive note from Tony, Barrett judges it a good time to remark, 

“Haven’t seen very much of Miss Stewart recently have we sir?” This example is remarkable 

in that, strictly speaking, Barrett’s hedge does not contain information as to his feelings or 

opinion on the issue. Indeed, its actual content is a neutral statement, phrased as a question for 

the express purpose of conventionally giving authority to the addressee. Nevertheless it is 

loaded with meaning, both drawing attention to Susan’s absence since the incident, and 

suggesting a connection between the two. 

 

Hedges that reveal the speaker’s feelings are used three times by Barrett in the first part of the 

screenplay. This is the category of hedges that does constitute a breach of R1, and indeed, the 

occasions when Barrett uses it coincide with foreshadowings of the approaching coup. One 

such occasion transpires as Tony is getting ready to go to a meeting. Barrett asks to speak to 

him about something before he leaves. Tony accommodates him, and Barrett proceeds to 

express concern about Vera’s modesty. “It’s her skirts, sir,” he says. “They rather worry 

me.” As with Tony’s use of “quite,” the use of “rather” here expresses intensity through 

understatement. Barrett has forced Tony to think about what Barrett is thinking about. And 

Barrett is thinking about Vera’s legs. 
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The fourth category, Euphemisms, is used by Barrett only once. This occurs in the kitchen 

during the conversation about Vera’s illness. Barrett explains why he sent Vera back home, 

saying, “She looked so poorly at the railway station, sir, I thought it wasn’t wise to let her 

travel.” Even though reference to Vera’s sickness cannot be avoided, Barrett mitigates it by 

using “poorly” in place of “sick”, and thus at least appears to offer Tony a different option, 

conforming to R2. 

 

Only Tony makes use of R3 in the “before” section, and he does so approximately as 

frequently as he invokes R2, as shown in table 3. 
 

Table 3, Use of R3 in the Before Section 

Rule 3. Make the Addressee Feel Good Number of 

occurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

A. First person names / nicknames / 

terms of endearment 

1 0 

B. Colloquialism / jargon / slang / simple 

forms of taboo words 

8 0 

C. Particles that indicate the speaker’s 

feelings 

3 0 

D. Giving of compliments 3 0 

Total: 15 0 

 

The third rule is about making the addressee feel good by creating a feeling of familiarity and 

friendliness. As seen in table 3, Tony uses this category a total of 15 times during the first part 

of the screenplay, indicating that he feels free to relate to his servant in a way that fosters 

camaraderie.  

 

Tony makes use of a nickname for Barrett only once, in the first part of the screenplay. It 

occurs at dinner, when Tony is in a playful mood. “You’ve mulled some delicious claret, 

Barrett,” Tony says. Hearing his own rhyme, he laughs, continuing, “I say, that’s rather 

good, isn’t it? Claretty Barrett.” Although this is the only case of Tony altering or adding to 

Barrett’s name in any way during the course of the screenplay, the nickname is not only used, 

but is actually a point of conversation. 
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Of the categories under R3, the category of colloquial speech is the one used most frequently 

by Tony, and can be seen in his use of profane terms, as when he claims, “Well, I know a hell 

of a lot,” or expresses displeasure, with the phrase, “For God’s sake look at this.” It is clear 

that Tony considers himself at liberty to express the immediate flashes of his mood in the 

presence of his servant. 

 

The third category, particles that invite the addressee to participate, are used by Tony three 

times in the “before” portion of the selected dialogue. Two of these take place together, as 

Tony, having found Vera in his bathroom, finds himself lost for words, and utters, “She’s 

having a bath in my bathroom. Well, I mean to say . . . I mean . . . after all . . . you’ve got one 

of your own upstairs.” Neither formulation contains any real denotative content: Tony is not 

introducing his actual meaning—he is implying that an outrage is taking place, by 

emphasizing that he is at a loss for words to describe it. 

 

Tony compliments Barrett three times in the first part of the screenplay. Two of these 

compliments refer to the improvements Barrett has made throughout the house, and are given 

on two different occasions. The first—“You’re very knowledgeable about decoration, 

Barrett”—occurs early on, after Barrett offers suggestions on how to decorate the house. The 

second—“I like the changes you’ve been making in the house”—occurs as Tony sits down to 

dinner one evening. By giving compliments Tony grants Barrett approval, and Barrett, by 

accepting them, shows he is affected by Tony’s approval. It is an imposition for the purpose 

of generating camaraderie, but it is a one-way interaction, for as table 3 shows, Barrett does 

not invoke a single article of R3 during the delicate balance of the period leading up to his 

being fired. 

 

In summary of the “before” section, table 4 shows that Tony has favored Rules 2 and 3, 

whereas Barrett has predominantly invoked R1. 
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Table 4, Summary of the Before Section 

Summary of the Before Section Number of 

occurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

Rule 1, Don’t Impose 1 77 

Rule 2, Give Options 16 11 

Rule 3, Make A feel good 15 0 

Total: 32 88 

  

 

In the “before” section, examination shows that Tony invokes an informal condition in his 

communication with Barrett, complemented by a considerable degree of intimacy, especially 

in his use of profanity to reinforce utterances. 

 

Barrett, meanwhile, is firmly positioned in the formal category. His utterances express R1 

seven times more frequently than R2, and on the few occasions when he does take the liberty 

to express the informality of R2, he mostly does so in a way that leaves R1 intact. The three 

occasions on which his use of R2 does flout R1 by suggesting his feelings, turn out to be 

associated with foreshadowings of the approaching coup. 

	  

4.2. The After Section 
As in 4.1., this section will first examine Tony’s use of R1 and then compare it to Barrett’s 

use of R1, followed by a similar comparison of R2 and R3. 

 

As shown in table 5, below, the “after” section shows Barrett’s use of R1 severely reduced, 
relative to the “before” section. Tony’s use is nil. 
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Table 5, Use of R1 in the After Section 

Rule 1. Don’t Impose Number of 

occurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

A. Asking permission to impose 0 1 

B. Passive voice / impersonal expressions   0 0 

C. Use of titles/honorifics 0 2 

D. Use of technical terms 0 0 

Total: 0 3 

 

In terms of R1, Tony’s behavior in the second portion of the selected dialogue is not very 

different from his behavior in the first. That is, he does not invoke it. His relationship to 

Barrett exists in the informal and intimate spheres, and there it remains, though subtle changes 

will be seen to occur. 

 

The situation for Barrett, on the other hand, shifts dramatically. As table five shows, Barrett 

makes use of R1 a total of only three times in the “after” section—a significant decline from 

his 76 times in the “before” section. All three instances occur within the first scene after 

Barrett’s absence, during his monologue at the bar, and indeed the first instance is Barrett’s 

opening line, “Might I buy you a drink?” It is the last time Barrett asks permission to impose, 

and already here, the honorific “sir” is noticeably absent at the end of the sentence. 

Barrett’s two other uses of R1 in this section are in fact the last instances of his use of “sir” 

for the remainder of the screenplay. Having finished blaming Vera for the unfortunate 

happenings before his sacking, Barrett begs Tony, “– give me another chance, sir [...] if you 

can find it in your heart sir . . . give me another chance.” 

 

After this plea, Barrett’s use of R1 dries up completely, suggesting that he no longer feels 

obliged to ask for permission to intrude upon Tony’s affairs. 

 

Table 6 shows Tony’s use of R2 in the “after” section as less pronounced than in the “before” 

section, while Barrett’s is increased. 
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Table 6, Use of R2 in the After Section 

Rule 2. Give Options Number of 

occurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

A. Hedges that announce a possible 

breach of Clarity 

3 9 

B. Hedges that give authority to the 

addressee 

2 4 

C. Hedges that reveal the speaker’s 

feelings 

1 0 

D. Euphemisms 0 0 

Total: 6 13 

 

Tony’s use of R2 in the second part of the screenplay is less frequent than in the first part (6 

instances versus 16), as table 6 shows. Twice, in this section, Tony uses hedges that 

announce, or recover from, a possible breach of Clarity. One of these instances occurs shortly 

after Barrett has moved back into the house, and is moving about in a huff, complaining 

loudly about Tony’s expectations of him, suggesting he is always in the way, and asking him 

why he doesn’t get a job instead of moping about. Tony’s reply, “As a matter of fact I’ll be 

meeting a man very shortly,” though a conventional use, constitutes a note regarding 

accuracy, and falls under R2. He is giving assurance of the level of Quality by letting Barrett 

know he is being truthful. 

 

On three occasions Tony uses a hedge that seems to give authority to Barrett. An example of 

one of these is the occasion when, during a ball game they are playing inside on the staircase, 

Tony accidentally throws the ball in Barrett’s face. Barrett flies into a tantrum, threatening to 

leave the house for good. Tony replies, “Oh don’t be silly! Come on, let’s have a drop of 

brandy. I’ll tell you what we’ll do, we’ll call that game a draw. Now here you are. Isn’t that 

fair?” As Barrett well knows, Tony does not want Barrett to leave, and is here giving Barrett 

options, allowing him to decide for himself whether or not the solution Tony proposes is a fair 

one. 

 

Finally, the single case of Tony’s use of a hedge that reveals his feelings towards what he is 

uttering happens during a conciliatory exchange, after a series of unpleasant events. Barrett 

has suggested that although he makes mistakes, his only ambition is to serve Tony. Tony 
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replies meekly, “The place could be cleaner, that’s all.” Here, his hedge suggests a weak 

emotional commitment to the claim he is making, and has the function of suggesting 

deference to Barrett. 

 

Whereas Tony’s use of R2 seems to have lessened, Barrett’s has increased, as illustrated by 

table 6. He makes use of hedges a total of 13 times in the “after” portion of the selected 

dialogue, as compared to 11 expressions of the rule in the “before” portion. Four of these are 

hedges that address a possible breach of Clarity, and are all to be found in the bar scene at the 

beginning of the “after” section. Though counted here as part of the “after” section, this is 

really a transition scene, as Barrett is asking for, but has not yet received, his job back. An 

example of such a hedge occurs when Barrett, blaming Vera for his previous behavior, claims, 

“I was led up the garden path. I couldn’t be more sorry, honest.” By insisting on his honesty, 

Barrett addresses a possible breach of Quality, and thus avoids violating the Rules of 

Conversation. Barrett makes no further use of this type of hedge after this scene, and his use 

of it here may not be representative of his general attitude in the second portion of the 

screenplay.  

 

Nine of Barrett’s hedges in this section are of the type that appears to give authority to the 

addressee. One such occasion is in fact the very one described earlier, in which Barrett says to 

Tony, “My only ambition is to serve you, you know that don’t you?” Again, the particle 

suggests uncertainty on the part of the speaker toward what he is saying, and appears to leave 

the decision as to the truth of the statement with the addressee, although in this case it is clear 

that Tony does not have an invitation to disagree. 

 

Barrett uses no hedges that reveal his feelings about what he is saying, and neither he nor 

Tony use any euphemisms during the “after” section. 

 

In the case of R3, usage in the “after” section has increased for both Tony and Barrett, though 

Barrett’s use far outweighs Tony’s. 
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Table 7, Use of R3 in the After Section 

Rule 3. Make the Addressee Feel Good Number of 

occurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

A. First person names / nicknames / 

terms of endearment 

1 3 

B. Colloquialism / jargon / slang / simple 

forms of taboo words 

7 34 

C. Particles that indicate the speaker’s 

feelings 

6 12 

D. Giving of compliments 3 0 

Total: 17 49 

 

In contrast to the “before” section, in which Tony’s use of R2 was roughly equivalent to his 

use of R3, table 7 shows his use of R3 in the “after” section exceeding his use of R2 almost 

threefold (17 occurrences versus 6). One such occurrence is his use, during the ball game on 

the staircase, of the familiar address, “My dear Barrett,” before his statement, “you’re just a 

little upset because you’re losing the game.” 

 

Tony’s use of slang and profanity has not changed significantly since the “before” section, 

although here his comments are somewhat harsher and more personally directed at Barrett. 

This is seen, for instance, in his comment, “Well do something about it. You’re supposed to 

be the bloody servant!” On another occasion, Tony barges into Barrett’s room complaining of 

tea dregs on the drawing room carpet. In the following hostilities, Tony abuses Barrett with 

phrases like, “You filthy bastard!” and “Take your pigsty somewhere else.” 

 

On the other hand, a significant change has occurred in Tony’s use of particles that reveal the 

speaker’s feelings: it has doubled. An example of this is the following utterance: “[...] we’ll 

call that game a draw. Now here you are. Isn’t that fair?” The particle “now here you are” 

does not refer to any physical gift or description of locality, but is rather a way to link 

sentences while also conveying a comforting tone—rather like the expression, “there, there.” 

It suggests both that Tony feels things are really all right, and that Barrett ought to, as well. 

Tony’s efforts to pacify Barrett in this way are met with contempt, however. And in Tony’s 

next statement—“Now look, Barrett, don’t you forget your place”—one sees another example 
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of a hedge, with no denotative content, which betrays the speaker’s feelings, and invites the 

addressee to participate. 

 

Tony gives three compliments in this second part of the screenplay, all of which occur 

together, as repeated attempts to overcome Barrett’s (real or false) modesty: 

Tony: Fabulous. 

Barrett: Not bad. 

Tony: It’s fabulous. 

Barrett: Bit salty. 

Tony: No, no. It’s marvellous (52). 

 

In the case of Barrett, a dramatic shift has occurred. As table 6 shows, his previous position of 

distinct formality has been exchanged for one of flagrant intimacy. This is clearly illustrated 

by the fact that, whereas Tony continues to address Barrett by his surname throughout the rest 

of the screenplay, Barrett not only abandons title and honorifics after their meeting in the bar, 

but in fact addresses Tony by the nickname “Tone,” as in, “You’re right there, Tone, you’re 

dead right.” 

 

Moreover, Barrett is no longer careful with his language, and uses colloquialism, slang and 

jargon a total of 34 times. This begins already during Barrett’s speech in the bar, with phrases 

such as, “I thought she was keen on me too,” and “I twigged she was just a scrubber,” as 

well as, “I’m skin and bone.” Back in the master’s house again, Barrett uses colloquial terms 

while complaining about the filthy house and Tony’s indolence, with sentences like, “Look at 

all this muck and slime,” and “Look, why don’t you get yourself a job instead of moping 

around here all day?” 

 

Barrett has also become a frequent user of particles that divulge his feelings. Such a particle 

surfaces during his monologue at the bar, as he tries to explain why he brought Vera into 

Tony’s house, saying, “You see I . . . I couldn’t bear to see her . . . suffering.” In this 

utterance the particle “you see” does not refer to a visual action, of course. Barrett wishes to 

engage Tony emotionally by producing an effect of camaraderie, and is using a particle that 

invites participation (by giving information about the speaker’s feelings) to accomplish this. 

Another example of Barrett’s use of this device occurs somewhat later, during their 

conciliatory exchange, as Barrett concedes, “Oh well I mean, I admit, I make mistakes, but, 
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well after all I’m only human aren’t I?” Here, as in previous examples of this device, the 

particle “I mean” does not introduce some actual meaning, distinct from what is being said. 

Rather, it is used to convey uncertainty, and thus invite Tony’s participation in Barrett’s 

thought, which is that in spite of mistakes, Barrett is still the best Tony can hope for. 

 

In summary of the “after” section, table 8 shows that whereas Tony has shifted toward heavier 

use of R3, Barrett exceeds him in this regard almost threefold. 

 
Table 8, Summary of the After Section 

Summary of the After Section Number of 

occurrences Tony 

Number of 

occurrences Barrett 

Rule 1, Don’t Impose 0 3 

Rule 2, Give Options 6 13 

Rule 3, Make A feel good 17 49 

Total: 23 65 

 

In summary, when compared to table 4, table 8 shows clear evidence of a profound shift in 

Barrett’s behavior between the “before” and “after” portions of the screenplay. Whereas 

before, Barrett’s behavior was almost completely formal, after his return it is overwhelmingly 

intimate. Expressions of R3 outnumber instances of R2 more than three times, and the only 3 

instances of R1 occur right at the beginning of the “after” period, before Tony has actually 

agreed to take him back. 

 

Meanwhile, Tony, whose use of R3 has certainly increased, seems timid by comparison. His 

attempts to keep up with Barrett, never mind overtake him, fail terribly. In the end, although 

he is nominally still the servant, Barrett has established himself as the dominant personality, 

at liberty to address Tony in any way he chooses. 

 

Conclusion 
As discussed in the introduction to this paper, a look at the history of politeness suggests that 

it has not always been used to show consideration. On the contrary, it has at times been used 

unkindly, as a self-serving way to enforce a position of power. The aim of this paper has been 
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to attempt to show how a shift in the power balance of a relationship can translate into a 

corresponding change in how rules of politeness are deployed in conversation. 

 

In the text selected for examination here, such a shift in expressions of politeness did not only 

occur, but in fact was quite dramatic. In the first part of The Servant, both Tony and Barrett 

used a conventionally appropriate level of politeness relative to their social positions. Tony, 

having the higher rank, was at liberty to move relatively freely between Lakoff’s rules, and 

chose to make use of a level of politeness that combined the informal and intimate conditions, 

with slightly more emphasis on the former than the latter. Barrett, meanwhile, showed 

awareness and acceptance of his lower rank, positioning himself firmly in the formal 

category. His few advances into informality generally were not instances of violations against 

R1, and the three that were violations occurred at the same time as foreshadowings of the 

approaching takeover. 

 

However, in the second part of the screenplay the balance in power shifted. Having made 

himself physically and psychologically indispensable to Tony, Barrett rapidly exploited this 

leverage to gain power over him, and was soon in the superior position. The markers of this 

transformation are persuasive: three early instances of R1 in the second portion of the 

screenplay versus 76 in the first, and not a single instance of R3 in the first section versus 49 

in the second. 

 

In terms of politeness, Tony’s reaction to this dramatic change in Barrett’s behavior was to 

increase expressions of R3, fostering camaraderie through intimacy in a feeble attempt to hold 

on to power. For whereas a servant who was simply incompetent or insolent might have been 

reminded of his place by a resort to stronger expressions of R1 on Tony’s part, this was not a 

simple case of insubordination. It was an aggressive and sophisticated maneuver for the 

dominant position, for which Tony was unprepared. 

 

Politeness, in the world of The Servant, is very much still a useful tool for oppressing others 

and taking power. Demonstrating how politeness can be used in this way has been the focus 

of this paper, thus only the affirmative instances of Lakoff’s Rules of Politeness have been 

examined here.   
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However, instances in which Lakoff’s rules are flouted also contain important information as 

to what is happening in conversation. As an expansion upon the subject of this paper, a study 

of such breaches (impoliteness) might provide new and useful insights into the strange 

relationship at the center of this fascinating story. 
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Appendix A 
 

TONY’S USE OF RULE 1, DON’T IMPOSE (FORMALITY) 

A. Asking permission to impose  

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 

  

After Section: 

No occurrences. 

 

B. Passive voice / impersonal expressions   

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

10 Barrett let's have a drink.  

 

After Section: 

No occurrences. 

	  

C. Use of titles/honorifics 

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 

  

After Section: 

No occurrences. 
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D. Use of technical terms 

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 

  

After Section: 

No occurrences. 
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Appendix B 
 

BARRETT’S USE OF RULE 1, DON’T IMPOSE (FORMALITY) 

 

A. Asking permission to impose 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

5 Well it's . . . if I might put it this way, sir, cooking is something in which I take 
a great deal of pride. 

23 Oh . . . might I introduce my sister to you, sir? She's arrived . . . she's very 
excited at the prospect of being with us. 

27 Would you mind if we took the night off and came back tomorrow late? 

27 Well, might I suggest that they're a little short, sir? 

41 Might I speak to you alone, sir? 

41 She's not my sister, sir. (Pause.) And if I might say so we're both rather in the 
same boat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

45 Might I buy you a drink? 
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B. Passive voice / impersonal expressions   

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

11 You will ring, sir, when you'd like dinner served. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After Section: 

No occurrences. 
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C. Use of titles/honorifics 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

3 Sir 

4 Sir x 6 

5 Sir x 7 

6 Sir x 2 

7 Sir x 2 

8 Sir x 5 

9 Sir x 4 

10 Sir x 2 

11 Sir x 3 

12 Sir 

14 Sir 

15 Sir x 3 

16 Sir 

17 Sir 

19 Sir x 3 

23 Sir x 4 

26 Sir x 3 

27 Sir x 7 

28 Sir 

32 Sir x 4 

33 Sir x 2 
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34 Sir x 3 

41 Sir x 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Use of technical terms  

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 

  

After Section: 

No occurrences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

46 Sir x 2 
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APPENDIX C 

TONY’S USE OF RULE 2: GIVE OPTIONS (INFORMALITY) 

A. Hedges that announce a breach of Clarity 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

5 I've seen one or two chaps already but they didn't seem very suitable to me 
somehow. 

5 They died within a week of each other as a matter of fact 

6 I could have got a housekeeper of course, to look after the place and run the 
kitchen, but quite honestly the thought of some old woman running about the 
house telling me what to do . . . rather put me off. 

6 Now apart from the cooking, I'll need . . . well, everything . . . (He laughs.) 
General looking after you know. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

48 As a matter of fact I'll be meeting a man very shortly. 

52 Listen, I am grateful, honestly 
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B. Hedges that give authority to the addressee 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

9 You might bring me a lager.  

19 I say, that's rather good, isn't it? Claretty Barrett. 

19 Ah! (Pause.) I like the changes you've been making in the house. You've been 
enjoying yourself, haven't you? 

32  Little Vera wasn't very well then? 

32 Still under the weather, I suppose. 

32 Oh Barrett, you wouldn't like to go to the off-licence for me would you, for a 
quart of beer? I've got rather a thirst.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

50 I said service, didn't I? 

51 Oh don't be silly! Come on, let's have a drop of brandy. I'll tell you what we'll 
do, we'll call that game a draw. Now here you are. Isn't that fair? 

56 Listen . . .(With great concentration he forces the words out.)Perhaps we could 
. . . both . . . make . . . an extra effort. 
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C. Hedges that reveal the speaker’s feelings 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

4 I'm just back from Africa. I'm quite liking it. 

6 the thought of some old woman running about the house telling me what to do . 
. . rather put me off. 

19 I say, that's rather good, isn't it? Claretty Barrett. 

32 Oh Barrett, you wouldn't like to go to the off-licence for me would you, for a 
quart of beer? I've got rather a thirst. 

    

 

 

D. Euphemisms 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

32 Little Vera wasn't very well then? 

32 Still under the weather, I suppose. 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

56 The place could be cleaner, that's all. 

After Section: 

No occurrences. 
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APPENDIX D 

BARRETT’S USE OF RULE 2: GIVE OPTIONS (INFORMALITY) 

 

A. Hedges that announce a breach of Clarity 

 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

46 … I was led up the garden path. I couldn't be more sorry, honest.   

46 (x2) but I had to pay him like – you know, to pay him to get his consent to take her 
away.   

46 I thought she was devoted to me . . . anyway – you see I . . . I didn't know a 
thing about what was going on between you two until that night. 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

19 Oh by the way, sir, I took the liberty of removing those er chintz frills of Miss 
Stewart's off the dressing table. 

27 Apparently she's been asking for us. It might be dangerous. 
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B. Hedges that give authority to the addressee 

 

 

 

 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

15 Yes, sir. I expect you caught a bit of a chill the other day in the rain, sir. 

19 Haven't seen very much of Miss Stewart recently have we sir? 

26 Perhaps you'd like to take the jacket off, sir? 

27 I suppose we could, sir. 

27 I should say so 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

47 You expect me to cope with all this muck and filth everywhere, all your 
leavings all over the place, without a maid, do you? 

53 I've got a tiny feeling that you're not downstairs at all. I think you're up there, 
aren't you? 

55 Tch, tch, tch. Playing games with little Sis again, are you? 

56 There you are, you see. I can still think of things that'll please you, can't I ? 

56 My only ambition is to serve you, you know that don't you? 

56 (x2) Oh well I mean, I admit, I make mistakes, but, well after all I'm only human 
aren't I? You wouldn't like me if I wasn't human, would you? 

57 One yesterday, one tonight. You are popular aren't you. 

57 I did. But I also took the liberty of showing her into the drawing-room. After all 
– she is a lady, isn't she? 

59 Aren't we Tone? 
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C. Hedges that reveal the speaker’s feelings 

 

After Section: 

No occurrences. 
 

 

 

D. Euphemisms 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

32 She looked so poorly at the railway station, sir, I thought it wasn't wise to let 
her travel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

27 Well it's her skirts, sir. They rather worry me.  

34 Rather cold, sir. 

41 (41) She's not my sister, sir. (Pause.) And if I might say so we're both rather in 
the same boat.  

After Section: 

No occurrences. 
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APPENDIX E  

TONY’S USE OF RULE 3: MAKE ADDRESSEE FEEL GOOD (INTIMACY) 

 

A. First person names / nicknames / terms of endearment 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

19 You've mulled some delicious claret, Barrett. (He laughs.) I say, that's rather 
good, isn't it? Claretty Barrett.  

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

51 My dear Barrett, you're just a little upset because you're losing the game.  
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B. Colloquialisms / jargon / slang / simple forms of taboo words 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

5 Well, I know a hell of a lot. 

23 Damn awful lunch. 

26 For God's sake look at this. 

26 No, damn it. 

26 I haven't got time to mess about. 

27 Well that's bloody inconvenient. 

27 Well what the hell do you want me to do about it? 

41 She's your sister, you bastard! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

47 Well do something about it. You're supposed to be the bloody servant! 

49 You filthy bastard! 

49 Take your pigsty somewhere else. 

49 You creep! 

49 I'll knock your head off. 

52 Don't be daft. 

55 Slut. 
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C. Particles that indicate the speaker’s feelings and invite the addressee to participate 

 

 

 

 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

6 Now apart from the cooking, I'll need . . . well, everything . . . (He laughs.) 
General looking after you know. 

28 (x2) She's having a bath in my bathroom. Well, I mean to say . . . I mean . . . after all 
. . . you've got one of your own upstairs. 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

50 Right. Service!  

51 Now here you are. Isn't that fair? 

51 Now look, Barrett, don't you forget your place. 

51 Now listen, Barrett – 

51 Now look . . . 

51 Listen, I am grateful, honestly . . . 
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D. Compliments (imposition) 

 Before Section: 

p. Instance  

8 You're very knowledgeable about decoration, Barrett. 

18  You've mulled some delicious claret, Barrett. 

18 I like the changes you've been making in the house.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

52 Fabulous.  

52 It's fabulous.  

52 No, no. It's marvellous. 
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APPENDIX F 

BARRETT’S USE OF RULE 3: MAKE ADDRESSEE FEEL GOOD (INTIMACY) 

 

A. First person names / nicknames / terms of endearment 

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 

 

 

 

B. Colloquialisms / jargon / slang / simple forms of taboo words 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

55 Tch, tch, tch. Playing games with little Sis again, are you? That won't get you 
anywhere, Tone. 

56 You're right there, Tone, you're dead right. That's what we ought to do. 

59 Aren't we Tone?  

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 
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 After Section: 

p. Instance  

46 I thought she was keen on me too 

46 I twigged she was just a scrubber 

46 Gone off with my money . . . she's living with a bookie in Wandsworth  

46 I'm skin and bone 

46 I played you false 

46 she was to blame – it was her fault. She done us both . . . 

47 I haven't got time for all that. 

47 Look at all this muck and slime. It makes you feel sick. 

47 You expect me to cope with all this muck and filth everywhere, all your 
leavings all over the place, without a maid, do you? 

47 I'm not used to working in such squalor. 

48 Look, why don't you get yourself a job instead of moping around here all day? 

48 Here I am scraping and skimping trying to make ends meet . . . 

48 . . . and you're no bloody help 

49 It's not my pigsty, it's yours. 

49 I know all about your sort. 

49 I'm a gentleman's gentleman. And you're no bloody gentleman! 

50 You're getting as fat as a pig. 

51 Stuff your brandy. 

51 Stuff you and your brandy! 

51 leave me alone for Christ's sake. 

51 I run the whole bloody place – and what do I get out of it? Nothing! 

52 I know all about you, sonny . . . 

52 You know sometimes I get the feeling that we're old pals. 

53 Puss, puss, puss, puss, pussy, puss, puss, puss, puss, puss, puss. 

53 I'm getting warm 

53 I can smell a rat 

53 I can smell a rat 

55 Playing games with little Sis again, are you? 

56 What do you want? An old hag running round the house 

56 getting you up in the morning, at the crack of dawn, telling you what to do? 

56 You're right there, Tone, you're dead right. 
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C. Particles that indicate the speaker’s feelings and invite the addressee to participate 

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 
 

 

 

 

 

57 Hey! Your other one's here. 

57 Your old flame. 

 After Section: 

p. Instance  

46 I tell you what though . . . 

46 You see I . . . I couldn't bear to see her . . . suffering 

46 but I had to pay him like – you know, to pay him to get his consent to take her 
away 

46 you see I . . . I didn't know a thing about what was going on between you two 
until that night. 

46 listen, give me – give me another chance, sir  

48 Look, why don't you get yourself a job instead of moping around here all day? 

49 Right. I'm leaving 

50 Right – got you! 

52 You know sometimes I get the feeling that we're old pals. 

53 I think you're up there, aren't you? Now I'm on my way up to get you. 

56 There you are, you see. I can still think of things that'll please you, can't I? 

56 Oh well I mean, I admit, I make mistakes, but, well after all I'm only human 
aren't I?  
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D. Compliments (imposition) 

Before Section: 

No occurrences. 
 

After Section: 

No occurrences. 

	  

 

 


